Cubic
comfort

Contura 300
Contura i7
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1. Design and performance from the
inside out.

Greater variation with
Contura 300 and i7
Is it time to up the comfort factor? Then take a look
at the Contura 300 stove and i7 cassette. You’ll
discover almost endless variations for building the
stove or cassette exactly as you want it. What's more,
there's space for logs that are half a metre long. We
call it cubic comfort.

2. Large firebox with
room for logs up to
50 cm long.
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3. You decide which
side to place
the practical
free-standing log
box (option).
4. Wide-screen glass
for maximum view
of the fire.
Contura stoves are
protected by registered
design rights so you
can be certain of
unique design and
performance.

5. Contura softshell
handle.
6. Practical drawer
(optional) also fits
the Medium log box.
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CONTURA C310G, WHITE

CONTURA I7

If you enjoy piecing
things together, then
this is the stove for you
The Contura 300 is the perfect choice
if you know how you want your stove to
look. Do you want it to be black or white?
With a soapstone or artstone surround?
A cast-iron or glass door? What about log
storage? You have a choice of three log
boxes. There's also a drawer and other
smart accessories.
Artstone and soapstone radiate heat
longer
Natural artstone or soapstone surrounds
give the C300 series an even more
exclusive look. The stone also plays
an important role in storing heat and
maintaining the temperature for a longer
period of time.

Build in with
variation
The Contura i7 is the cassette model of
the series. The i7 allows you to customise
your fireplace exactly as you want it.
Place it inside a fireplace that you design
yourself or, as illustrated, create your own
unique solution. The Contura i7 is black
and available with a glass or cast-iron
door and steel frame.

Output
Efficiency
Heats
Weight
Max. log length

7 kW
75 %
up to 120 m2
100 kg
50 cm
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Log storage the way
you want it
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Contura C330

Contura 330

You can choose a matching log box to go
with the Contura 330. The box enhances
the aesthetic appeal and practicality of the
stove which you put together to suit your
wishes and your home.
Mix and match
The log box comes in three sizes and can
be placed underneath or at the side of the
stove. If you prefer concealed rather than
open log storage, you can order a drawer
for the box.

Small
W 570 x H 375 x D 375 mm

Medium
W 750 x H 375 x D 375 mm

Large
W 375 x H 850 x D 375 mm

*The stove in the illustration has a fire-rated constructional hearth.
Important!
Installation instructions concerning distance from combustible
material must always be followed.
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Cassette Contura i7 – Black

Pick your favourite and
personalise it with accessories
There are many variations of the models in the Contura 300
series and the i7 cassettes. Pick your favourite and combine
it with one or more of the specially designed, practical
accessories.

Ci7 – Cast iron door with metal frame

Free-standing stoves in the Contura 300 series
Ci7G – Glass door with metal frame

The log box made of black metal can be
placed underneath the C330 or at the side
of the C310 and C320. When it’s underneath, the box takes logs of up to 50 cm in
length.

Hotplate. A hotplate adds another useful
feature to your stove.

Drawer. Practical, spacious drawer to place
underneath the stove or inside a Medium
log box. Black metal only.

Output
Efficiency
Heats

C310 – Cast iron door, Black metal

C320T – Cast iron door, Soapstone

C310G – Glass door, Black metal

C320TG – Glass door, Soapstone

C310G White – Glass door, White metal

C320A – Cast iron door, Artstone natural

Weight
Ci7
C310
C320A
C320T
C330

C330G – Glass door, Low black metal

C320AG – Glass door, Artstone natural

Supply air connection. Draws air in from
the outside. Suitable for modern homes
with a ventilation system and negative
indoor air pressure.

Black glass hearth plate. The glass adds
modern and elegant style to the stove.

7 kW
75 %
up to 120 m2

100 kg
130 kg
175 kg
190 kg
115 kg
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100
240

500
Fire-retardant wall of
brick or concrete
375

750
Ø150

140

190

375

50

875

Do you have an old stove or fireplace in your
home?
If so, there are several good reasons for buying
a new one.
Just like cars, fridges and washing machines,
stoves are becoming more energy efficient too.
Modern stoves and inserts emit 50 percent less
carbon dioxide and particles than old ones*. They
also achieve a higher efficiency, which means you
get more heat for less wood.
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D 345

E 310
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A 795
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Air inlet Ø65

100**

* See installation instructions
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Contura 330
Ø150 **

735

Combustible wall

360
215

Modern stoves are more environmentally-friendly.
A new stove...
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545

490

240

Combustible roof
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100
500

375
Ø150

...reduces greenhouse gas emissions by up to
80 percent*
...reduces wood consumption by up to 50 percent*
...is climate neutral
...displays more of the fire.
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1200

30
65

570

875
Fire-retardant wall of
brick or concrete

50

750

** Top connection only

B 420
C 105
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700

365
Air inlet Ø65

45

285

585

Save money, buy
a new stove
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A 515

775

Combustible roof
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Contura i7

Combustible wall

2100

The stove must be placed at the correct
distance from combustible walls for safety
reasons. These diagrams show the dimensions.
Don't hesitate to contact your local dealer who
can give you advice and also recommend a
qualified professional to help with the installation.

Contura 310/320

200

Position and install your
stove correctly
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Air inlet Ø65
Combustible floor
100**

* See installation instructions
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CONTURA 320A

* Source: Swedish Energy Agency
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For a cosier world
We have a long tradition of innovation with design and technology.
When you select Contura you can therefore count on:
Clean burning fires producing world-class natural heat. Our efficient
combustion technology gives maximum energy and minimal emissions.
Reliability backed by Swedish quality. We manufacture the stoves
in Sweden with modern methods using quality materials from reliable
suppliers.
Timeless design, shaped for your lifestyle. Contura's design has
been thought out in every detail and there are a lot of options, so that
you can find exactly what you want.

NIBE AB

Box 134
SE-285 23 Markaryd, Sweden
Tel. +46 (0)433 75 100

contura.eu

